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The contractor should read this in conjunction with BRE Digest 365. 
 
Determination of soil infiltration rate: 
Excavate a soakage trial pit to the same depth as anticipated in the full size soakaway; for 
run off from 100m² this will be 1-1.5m below invert level of the drain discharging to the 
soakaway. Overall depths of excavation will be typically 1.5 to 2.5m for permeable areas up 
to 100 m² draining to the soakaway. 
 
The trial pit should be 0.3 to 1m wide and 1 to 3m long. It should have vertical sides 
trimmed square and if necessary for stability, should be filled with granular material. When 
granular fill is used, a full height perforated vertical observation tube should be positioned in 
the pit so that water levels can be monitored with a dip tape. 
 
Measure the pit carefully before trials, for safety reasons – do not enter the pit. 
 
A lot of water will be used to determine the soil infiltration rate so a water bowser may be 
needed. The inflow should be rapid so that the pit can be filled to its maximum effective 
depth in a short time. Take care to ensure the inflow does not cause the walls of the pit to 
collapse. 
 
Fill the pit and allow it to drain 3 times, to near empty. Each time, record the water level 
and time from filling, at intervals sufficiently close to clearly define water level versus time. 
The 3 fillings should be on the same or consecutive days. 
 
Pit data: 
Length =  Width =  Depth =  Invert =  
Percentage voids (empty pit, no stone=100%) = 
Drainage records: 
Trial 1  Trial 2  Trial 3  
Time Level from invert Time Level from invert Time Level from invert 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
If you should require further information, please contact Paul le Tissier, 07781-146772.  
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